ORDER: UNGULATE WINTER RANGE U-9-009
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT REGULATION

This order is given under the authority of section 31 of the Environmental Protection and Management Regulation (B.C. Reg. 200/2010) (EPMR) under the Oil and Gas Activities Act (OGAA).

The Deputy Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations, being satisfied that the areas contain habitat necessary to meet the habitat requirements of a category of ungulate species, orders that:

a. the areas shown in the map set out in the attached Schedule A (U-9-009) and contained in the ungulate winter range (UWR) spatial layer U-9-009 stored at http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/tasb/legsregs/ogaa/winter-range.htm are established as ungulate winter ranges for the purposes of the EPMR. The centre point of the line on the attached Schedule A is what establishes the UWR boundary; and

b. if there is a discrepancy between the areas shown in the map set out in the attached Schedule A and the UWR spatial layer stored at http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/tasb/legsregs/ogaa/winter-range.htm (U-9-009), the areas as detailed in the UWR spatial layer will take precedence.

Signed this 25 day of March 2013
Doug Konkin, Deputy Minister
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
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